
When I first began to develop tactile audio devices in 

the late 1980’s, we were attempting to solve a stage 

monitoring problem with a music group.  It takes two 

human senses to perceive full range sound, and bass 

players and drummers often prefer their stage monitor 

volume loud enough to “feel” the bass, which makes 

performing much easier.  However, excessive bass on 

stage can cause problems for the rest of the band.   

 

With help from Marvin Clamme, a Hollywood studio 

engineer, we developed the ButtKicker, a tactile audio 

device that drives bass (the feeling range of audio) di-

rectly into the musician’s bodies, without audible 

sound.  Over the years, the ButtKicker has become the 

premier tactile audio device for musicians, such as: 

The Rolling Stones, Maroon 5, Lady Gaga, The Who, 

Tower of Power and countless others.  But it has also 

made its way worldwide into about 40,000 movie thea-

ter seats, hundreds of home theaters, dance floors, 

cars and video game rigs.    

Music versus Cancer 
By Ken McCaw 

In 2009, I received a call from a medical research 

team at the University of Rochester, under the super-

vision of Dr. Kevin Parker, a pioneer in ultrasound.  

Dr. Parker holds over 25 patents for imaging-related 

inventions.  Dr. Parker developed and patented a new 

form of imaging called sonoelastography which deter-

mines the stiffness of human tissue.  His team had 

purchased a pair of ButtKicker drivers from Amazon 

and had been using them to introduce low frequency 

vibration into the bodies of patients, for the purpose of 

identifying previously unseen prostate cancers.   

 

Sound does not travel at the same speed through 

hard vs soft tissue.  Cancerous tissue, for example, is 

generally harder than surrounding healthy tissue. By 

determining the speed of sound as it travels through 

the various parts of the body, elastography measures 

these differences and draws a stiffness map which is 

then converted into an image of the tissue.   And in 

dense tissue, higher frequencies have a different 

acoustic signature than low frequency. 
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Blue is soft tissue.  Red is hard. 

 



Since 2009, Dr. Parker and I developed numerous 
types of tactile systems to support his continuing 
research, which has lead us to key discoveries and 
breakthroughs.  We formed Elastance Imaging LLC 
in 2016, to develop reverberant viscoelastography 
for imaging deep tissue liver disease, breast cancer 
and many other applications.  
 

Recent live testing results have proven successful, 
and the potential is now real that this new form of 
medical imaging may enable the scanning of body 
parts that are currently difficult to scan, and may 
become a non-invasive, patient-friendly alternative 
to mammography and biopsy. 
 

These systems should also be more simple and 
inexpensive than existing systems. And recently, 
the American Medical Association has approved a 
new CPT insurance reimbursement code for elas-
tography which becomes effective January 2019.  

As someone from a music background, what I find most interesting about this science is that we are literally 

using musical notes introduced into the body through full range audio devices.  For a specific type of cancer 

(or calcification, or benign cyst, etc.) for example, an A above middle C, along with its harmonic series, may 

work best.  Since each type of tissue reacts differently to a variety of vibrations, (just as sound changes from 

one environment to another) we are determining how the body reacts to specific notes, or combination of 

notes.  Phasing, delay, and audio balance all play a part in the analysis.  Scanning the human body becomes 

an audio mix session, as we tweak levels of various tones, while using standard imaging systems to measure 

and map the target tissue.  And since each individual scan takes less than a quarter second, it is possible that 

the scanning system may be tied to the clock of a music track, and while the patient listens to music with head-

phones, the system takes pictures when specific notes play, with the patient unaware when the scans occur. 

Reverberant viscoelastography, which now uses a wider range of audio frequencies, is unique compared to 
other forms of elastography, because we use the entire sound field within an organ, similar to how an audito-
rium is analyzed to form digital convolution reverb matrixes.  The vibration field is produced with multiple audio 
sources in stereo or surround, which is then detected using standard ultrasound, magnetic resonance (MRI) or 
computerized tomography (CT/x-ray).  In addition, by using multiple frequencies simultaneously, we are able to 
map the viscous properties of the tissue, and plot shear wave dispersion.  This enables the determination of 
not only stiffness, but the identity of specific types of cancer, or a benign tumor, or other abnormality.  And be-
cause we are using powerful (but non-destructive) tactile audio sources, reverberant viscoelastography has 
already been successful in producing excellent images in deep tissue… up to 17cm.  This opens the door for 
liver and kidney scanning of obese patients who are impossible to scan with other methods, and scanning of 
other difficult tissue such as dense breast and the muscle/skeletal system.  We are being told by the world’s 
top experts in medicine that this technology is game-changing for medicine. 
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